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Plastic Surgery Secrets―the first Secrets Series® title in the PLUS format―offers an easy-to-
read, information-at-your-fingertips approach to plastic and reconstructive surgery and hand
surgery. Jeffrey Weinzweig has joined forces with world-renowned plastic surgeons Joseph
McCarthy, Julia Terzis, Joseph Upton, Fernando Ortiz-Monasterio, and Luis Vasconez, and
others to bring you the expert perspective you need to grasp the nuances of this specialty. This
new edition features an additional color that highlights tables, legends, key terms, section and
chapter titles, and web references. All this, along with the popular question-and answer
approach and list of the "Top 100 Plastic Surgery Secrets," make it a perfect concise board
review tool and a handy clinical reference.Maintains the popular and trusted Secrets Series®
format, using questions and short answers for effective and enjoyable learning.Provides the
most current overview and authoritative coverage of all topics thanks to contributions from an
impressive list of over 300 experts in the field of plastic surgery and multiple related
specialties.Introduces the new PLUS format, with an expanded size and layout and full color for
easier review, more information, and more visual elements for an overall enhanced
experience.Presents enhanced tables, legends, key terms, and section and chapter titles
through the use of an additional color that makes finding information quick and easy.Contains
new full color images and illustrations to provide more detail and offer a clearer picture of what is
seen in practice.

About the AuthorDr Jeff Weinzweig serves as Clinical Professor in the Division of Plastic
Surgery and The Craniofacial Center at the University of Illinois at Chicago, and Chief of
Craniofacial Surgery at Advocate Illinois Masonic Medical Center. As the editor of 5 textbooks
and the author of over 200 journal articles and book chapters, Dr. Weinzweig has developed an
international reputation as a prolific contributor in the field.
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renato ramirez donders, “Calidad y envio seguro muy buen libro. Excelente libro”

eddie kubek, “suprisingly useful. The title and look of this book would suggest it is geared toward
medical students... however, I have found the book to be the broadest "overview" type book to
date. I would say it is better and much more comprehensive than the U of M Handbook and the
Janis Book. I have used it more than those two books combined for getting a quick intro to
various topics. The authors of most sections are well known surgeons and they zero in on
important information.”

shyguy, “Pretty awesome book for Medical Students. Pretty awesome book for Medical
Students. Definitely enough to get by in 3rd year. If you're on 4th year sub-I's you better step it up
to a more in depth textbook like Grabb and Smiths or something with a little more intraoperative
details. Still this book does a good job of giving broad coverage of the basics.”

tflanigan, “Good basis for review for inservice. Good basis for a comprehensive review for the
inservice in a one volume format. The information is presented in a consise manner that is easy
to digest.  By no means is this an exhaustive review of the field but it is a good place to start.”

Catherine, “Great!. Package was in perfect condition. As expected. On time delivery.”

kelly gallego, “This text does an a most effective job providing relatively .... This text does an a
most effective job providing relatively brief reviews of most, if not all, of the pertinent topics in
plastic surgery. I would consider it an essential text for residents and fellows. Frankly, I finished
my training more than ten years ago, and I still use this book all the time.”

Peach, “Complements Janis Essentiald. Very good for student level. Socratic format. Has some
secrets not covered in Janis essentials. The two books complement one another”

bri, “That this was the right book. This was a present for my son who is a doctor and needed this
book for his sudying.”

ANTONIS TOTIS, “Super. Probably the most helpful book for a resident in plastic surgery, very
clever and methodical for reading purposes super super”

NY, “manuale pratica molto interessante. Innanzitutto parliamo di chirurgia plastica ricostruttiva
ed esteticasi parte, come di consueto, dalla guarigione delle ferite per affrontarela patologia
tumorale cutanea, la patologia malformativa, la patologia traumatica (anche maxillo-faciale), le
anomalie vascolari etc...Il testo è impostato come una serie di domande, capitolo per capitolo,



con relativa "ampia risposta".E' l'ampia risposta che consente uno studio mirato su quel
particolare argomento.Usato per lo più in USA e UK per la preparazione all'esame di stato/
ammissione ai corsi avanzati di chirurgia plastica”

Oli, “Sehr empfehlenswert!. Ein sehr nutzbares Buch, meistens für die Fortgeschrittene
Assistenzärzte, die noch ein par Infos vor der OP kriegen wollen. Die Qualität ist auch sehr hoch.
Viel Spass!”

The book by Rickne C. Scheid has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 46 people have provided feedback.
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